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During the golden age of.univer:ity expansion in the a's,

Englfsh Composition was often the course vsed by the universities to. ,

"weed:out". those "Unftt" for higher. education.. In Ohiso 'some of the

duly-weeded went back to their litgh-schoOf§ with tales of freshman

teachers whO'would read their papers.until the third Mechanical error;

then automatically stop and give the paper an F. Such stories, ho

doubt, made some high school teachers uncomfortable. _Anxious,for their

students' .success, they eyed papers more-carefully to prevent_those

misspellings that might becomethe fatal third error, Such horror

Stories may not have been true, Or they may have been.trUe in only

iolated cases:: But at.any rate, they were usually the best informa-

tion concerning Freshman.Composition that:secondary English teachers.had.

In recent years, heavily-Credentialed eduCators have.taken to

speaking ex cathedra on.declining standards.1 Usually, this amounts to

the claim that "Freshmen can't write." Sometimes they'attempt to

clarify this.by.using the nebulous phrase--"a lack of basics.''' .But

again, this isn t much help. AS we see it,mriting--like getting money ,

back from a vending company--is one of the most ccimpjex of human .activities;

involving a dizzying range of skills; While we do .not dispute the

general claim that freshmen have writtng problems, we do-argue that

unless th-ose.invoived in teaching Freshman CoM-P-o-iition-are more precise

\about the specific weaknesses their student$ eXhibit, the complaints

will have little more-than cathartic value.'

Such precision was attempted in. the recent National Asse sment



of Educational Progress report on writing, though it is actually of

little value in looking at the writing of college freshmen. It reports

3inciA5 17-qtur-o(ces
a declineA*over the 1969-74 period, ih "over-all quality," word length'

(an iridication of vocabulary diversity), and.in paragraph coherence.2

Yet only one essay was written by each student in the sample, and the

essays averaged only 137 words (about the length of the first paragraph

./
in this article): In addition, the essay topies lacked purposeful

focus,3 and the students had limited time for_revision. It is clear that

there are significant differences between the type of writing done for

the'NAEP and that'required of college freshmen.

In Ord9r to determineHwhich writing weaknesses teachers pekeiiie
,

as most serious, we questioned.a number of-Treshmen Composit' n tedthers

at the University of Texas at Austin. The UT Freshman English program

is one of the largest in. the countrY-, about 70% of the entering Freshman

class, or approximately 4,500 students, who score beloV550 on the

College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB)'English CoMposition Test are

required to take two Freshman Composition courses4These are usually .

taUght.by graduate aOistants, most,working on tkair Ph.D. .and some
.

, .

tvorking.on their M.A.:degree.4

-

Near the end Of the spring semester (1977)-we sent questionnairesr

to 59 graduate assistants who teach Freshma/Composition. At this

point in the academic year even first-year, teaching assistants had

taught, at least three sections (of about,'25 stydents each). Of the
J

59 questionnaires sent out, 29 were returned. We also gave the

)

qtestionnaireto three of the full-tp English faculty who are

involved in the Composition Program,and to the Assistant Director of.

Freshriian English, an experienced graduate assistant. After completing
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the,form each of the four instructors was interviewed aboutic

percePtion of weaknesses in student writing. In alli 33 questidnnaires

.were returned and tallied.'

e

, The qUestionnAiresconsisted of 41. -statements of writing problems,

statements reproduced in Table 1. The respondents Were asked to make
\

%

two judgments Per,statement. They werefirst asked to agtee ot ditagree

On a scale of 1 (agree sttongly)-to'7 (disagree 5ttongly). They were

then asked to rate the serioutress df-the ptoblem.on a scale of 1-

(serious problem) to 7.(no problem). A serious problem had to have

three characteristtcrst, it had to be a major stumbling block and

not a-peripherai annoyance. Second, it had to be a gereral problerii, not

limited to-remedial cases. Third, it had to be a problem, which, in the

opinion of the respondents; could have been taken care of in higtr school

English classes.

To.keep the questionnaire to a reasonable size, we limited it

to 410 statementt of writing problems. -Firtt; we defined 14 problem

areas, then developed one or more statements for each area. The problem

areas are listed below:

Problems with attitude

.Problems wtth pre-writing

Problems with writing the term paper and in reference work

7--
Problems with audience

Problems with voice

Problem's with word choice

Problems with sentence construction

Problems with.hearing wrttten.language

Problems with supporting detail

t.)



Problems with logic

Problems with writing mechanics

Problems with grammar

Problems with organization

"Problems with paragraph coherence

Problems with re-writing and proofreading

Realizing-that any list'of this type is incomplete, we added another

item which asked the respondent to select three problems.that he Mit

were most serious.. Here, if he wished, he Could-add a statement of

his own if he felt our list excluded an iMportant problem. Several

respondents took advantage of this.

There are three major limitations to this survey. First, many

Freshman English teachers have little understanding of the difficulties

of hi4h school teaching. Their expectations may, for_this reason, b6

-unrealistic from the secondary teacher's point of view. Second, the

results are drawn from the freshman program of one state university.

'It is possible that surveys of other freshman programs would produce

different results. Finally, the statements do-not represent discrete,

totally separable skills;,there are numerous cause-effect relationships.

For example, problems in word.choice may be due to the fact that the

student feels constrained to avoid the personal topics with which he iS

/.*

The",reSt:fliS. f.the survey are'presented in Table 1. The:

\"nuMbers indicat the aerage responses ft:47 the statement,the lower

the number\the stronger the agroementor.the,mOre serioig the problem.

0
The results of item 42, which asked respondents to list the three major



Table Teacher. Rating of Freshmen Writing Problems

Rank. Statement A-D* Seriousness

1. Students fail to provide supporting. 1.60 ' 1.72

details for their statements:

2. Students do not revise their writing. 1.54. 1.74

VerY few changes are made after the -

'first draft..

3. Students use Imprecise language.'

4. Students.fdiLto uSe transition's

to develop paragraph coherence.

5. Students.are.unable to.organize

their'information into unified

paragraphs.

6. Students fail to proofread their

papers.

1.33

1.84

2.19

1.84

2.24

2.30

1.79 2.41

. Students fail to hear the sentences 1.61 2.,52

they write (e:g., He stepped on the

accelerator and the car accelerated

up the street.).

8. Students are unaware of the principles 1.96 2.61"

of deductive logic (e.g examining

the premises of an argument).

9. Students weaken their sentences by 1.76 2..64

using the passive voice and by be-

ginning their sentences with "There

is..." and "It

, 9. StudentSdo not enjoy,writing.,

Students fail to vary their set-'

tence patterns. ,

11. StUdents use sentences.where,faul-
r.

ty subordination Confuses meaning

(e.g., Then again there ae more

jobs 'of which'I'm sure of that'

are going down in demand that you

can:choose of.)

13. Students are unaware Of the prin-
_

ciples.of inductive logic (i.e..,

determining 'whether evidehce sup-'i

ports a conclusion.) :

2.27

1.97

2.64

2.75

2.39 2.75

2.15 2.77

*A-D. stands for agreemenf-disagreement scale



Table r (Continued)

Rank Statement A-D* Seriousness

. 14. Student sentences lack complexity. . 2.16 2.78

Students fail to combine simple

sentences into more complex sen-.

'tences.

15. Students lack experience writing 1.94 2.81

for an interested adult (as op-

posed to adult as examiner).

16. Students are aware.of only one 2.54 2.87

organizational'pattern--the five

paragraph theme.

16. Students do not do any written 2.69 2.87

prefiguring (e.g., informal out-

lines).

18. Students automatically assume 2.87 2.91

that their aUdience'agrees wiEh

their value systems (e.g., they/

may assume that just to label 41

idea "socialist" is to discredit

it).

19. Students fail to use clincher sen- 2.06 2.93

tences at the end 'of paragraphs

to develop paragraph coherence.

20. Students lack experience writing for 1.85

their peers.

21. Students ,use sentence fragments...
_.-

.22. Students tannot identifir logical.

fallaties.'

23. Students use run-rOn.sentences.

24; Students overuse.cliches

In today!S.troubled world....).

25. Students fail.to,adequately limit/
/

2.39

their topiCs..
_ _

26. Students lack experience wri ing for 2:33

themsellies.

27. 'Students fail tO use.wor repetition'2'.75

to develop. paragraph co rence,

2.45

2.39

I.
2*65.'r

28. Students fail to use t pic sentences 3.67

to develop paragraph oherence.

2.94

3.03 '

3.19

3.27

3.35

3.36

3.38

3.41

3.44



Table 1 (Continued

Rank ..Statement . .A-D Seriousness

. 29. Students do not know how to write a :2:27

term paper.

30. Students cannot write' in a formal
,

objective,style (i.e.:, personal

colloquial language intrudes into

the writing).

31. Students do ot knoW how to use

basicreference materials

(thesaurue, readers, guide,

encyclopedias, dictionary,

bibliographies). -

32: Students lail to select topics

on which they'have something/

to say. .:

3.47

3.06 3.63

2.09 3.64

3.13 3.65

33. Students use-inflated language. 2.61 3.78

34. Students do not know grammatiT 1.61 1 3:87

cal -terminology.

35. Studenta fail to uSe a person-

al voice in their writing (eig..,

the reader fails:to sensea

human being behind thevriting).-

,36: Students

\

are poor speller's.

37. Students underuse commas:
1

38. StUdents overuse commas.

38. Students Cannot,outline for7

mally.

2.97 4.25

2.67

3.25

3.93

3.03

4.30

4.34

4.48

4.48

.40,1. Students misuse' end punctua- 3.93 4.88

.tion.

4 . Students are poor at capital-

ization. .

4.49 5.34



problems, tend to support the ranking. The five most frequently-

cited problems were poor organization, lack of transitions, lack of

revision, failure to hear written sentences, and the inability to write

for an audience.

The results shown in Table I suggest several possible inferences:

7

---Both numbers 1 and 3 seem.to indicate that students often write

ata high level of generality; they avoid the, precise, probably

concre[te, word, and they similarly fai'l to include the details

1

1

that anchor their statements in experience.

---Ttle two "post-writing" statements, #2 and #6, were both seen

as serious'problems. Risoi lif-7coak( be seen as a post-wriiing .

problem, Indicating the inability of the student to carefully

read;what he has written.

=--Problems with mechanics were generally rated as not serious.

This suggests that the respondents viewed errors on students'

paperi primarily as evidence of poor proofreading rather than

as a lack- of "skill" in writing,mechanics.

---While..respondents Strongiy agreed that students could not

write a term paper, and that they could not use reference

materials, few saw this as a serious writing problem.' They

may,have believed that students should
°

learn how'to write'term
1

papers in col ege.

---The respond nts strorigly agreed that students did not know
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1

grammatical terminology, but saw this as only a minor problem.

---fteSpondents agreed'oply slightly,that stUdents did not use

tOpic sentences to deVelop paragraph coherence and for this

,reason did not rate it a major'problem. They did, hOwever,

see problems with!the-use (or latk of use) of transitions to

develop Coherence as a major problem,'

-3It is generally assumed that one of the major problems of'.

I

freshmen writers i "Engfish," a depersonalized', inflated,

ultimately dishone t type of writing. The teaching assistants

dicf,not view Engfi h as a major problem Theyrated "inflated

language" 33rd and surprisingly, they rated "students fail to

use a personal voice in writing" 35th. In fact, they were mord

annoyed by the in rusion of personal language (see #30). Here

\there was sharp disagreement between teaching.assistants and

instructors. The instructors ranked the failure to use the/

personal voice as a serious problem (1.75 to the, teaching
,

asSistant/4.6 and they also 'saw inflated language sa a,

rem (2.25 to teaching assistants/4.00).

---Th teaching assistants did not rate any of the audTence.,

statem nts very highly.- For example, while they strongly

agreed hat Students lacked experience writing for their peers,

the teac ing assistants saw-this as only a'moderate problem

. (3.17). The instructors saw it as one of the serious problems
,

(1.25).
.

(3
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In/discussions Op those directing the Freshman Programlthe

talk often moved from a definition of specific writing problems to the

basic causes ofGthese problems. This was evideat in the,three most

serious'problems cited by James Kinneavy, Director of Fres,hman English:

1._ Freshmen lack experience writing--for all audiences.

2. '\Freshme'n lack reading practice--t ey have not seen mariy

of tre wor'ds they're trying to us used properly. In

other wordst their reading vocabt4lary Is hot far enough
1

ahehd of their writing vocabUlar for them to,use it.'
I /

3.' ,Freshmen fail to face up to a. fundamental holiitic discourse

situationApurpose, p- ersona, audience,-.and subject).

The other three interviewselaborated on Kinneavyts first and third

points, particularly the third!.

. One essay which has had cbrisiderable.influence,oh rhetorieall

bated compositjon programs like the one at the University of Texas is

l

-"

Wayne Booth's"Th0 Rhetorical Stance."5. In this seminal essay', Booth
.

..\ \. '.

argues that.eff*7tive writ'ingMust.establith a.balance between ttiree

fundamental efementi..of the "disdourse situation (persona, audience,

\',

. 0
and slibjectl: . One\iMbalante, tke pedant's stance, consists, ofjigno i'ri'g-'

.
_

.
i

theneedspf the audience and'the 'peed for the writer to present hqself
. r*

4. an interesting perstinality, and just presenting information about-
.

the subject. In his interview, Brookt tandon,_Assistant Direaor,of
,ft

Freshman English, hoted.thatfreshmen. too often,feel that what the.9

must do is simply. Oresent informatfbn, when in fact the reader is

interetted in the student's personal'rellationship to that bformation:

, I have ha'd stUdents'whge almost incapatlelpf using the.
-

first person merely because (they're told) "no one cares

1 2

\

. 1
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what little old you thinks." It seems to me that's -

exactly the opposite of the way good writing works--'

good writing reveals a-Imind at work. Most of us are

interested in people, first and issues second. We come

to issues through people. We're led to issues through the

way someone looks at them.

The other submerged element of the discourse situation
-

is sense of audience. More interview time was spent on this problem

than any other. Neal Nakadate, Associate Director of Freshman English,
1

'argued that over-reliance on "writing for the teacher" often produces
s

an artificial style because "students don't think of the teacher as a

person. They think of the teacher as a teacher." Nakadate, and in

fact all those-interviewed, urged that students'be-given practice wrfting

for their peers:
.

It may not be necessary for the student to get direct feedback

from the teacher...,.A major problem is that high-school

students have not written f r their peers or have not written

for anyone but the teacher. They are extremely concerned

with,psyching the teacher with what he or she wants to

0
hear. If the students write with their peers in mind

.1

they pick topits that mightbe of interest--they eliminate

the acadedid poses:- -Ltry to eliminate the buSiness of
L.

writing for the t4cher as one-o-f-the_perriding blocks to

writing....

Landon noted a different problem with audience. Sometimes the writ

will assume that the-benevalent_reader will do all the work for him.

13

,



The-student "writes for Mom." Mom understands, s e,accepts the

students' values, she will fillAin the gaps:

They uniformly assume a friendly reader, almost a mini

reader, Most of them assume-ihe reader will share their

values, their background knowledge, even their frame of

mind when writing.

Over-reliance on the five-paragraph format also received

criticism-for some of the same reasons mentioned above--since it

can cause the writer to neglect the importance,of personality, purpose

and audience in writing. As Nakadaie-observed,

[Students] believe that if they get the formula dowh.

they Can write an A paper--or worse 'still they think

1.
it.might be ari interesting paper.

He argued that organization must be seen in the context of the larger

rhetorical concerns. The student should ask questions such as: HOW

many paragraphs are necessary to develop this topic? How much,explana-

tion of this point does the particular audience need? Will the audience

need a summarizing paragraph at some point so that they won't get lost?

FinallyI thoseinterviewed agreed that students simply have had

too little writing experience before coming to college; they lack writing

fluency. We asked the instructors how they would answer the objection

that high school teachers do not have the time to grade student papers

if students were to write a theme a week or even a theme every tifo weeks.

John Trimble, author of. Writing with Style, said, "I reject the notion/

that the teacher must grade every student paper." Landon argued that

teachers often have an unrealistically high opinion of the effect§ of

their markings on student writing:
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Even if the teachrto be totally dishonest,

and take up papers every Week and not look at them,

.then hand them back with a little check mark at the

bottom, I suspect that just the act of writing each

week would help the st dent overcome some of the basic

writing problems h ad....

( Trimble suggested the metaphor of the coach and athlete. The runner,

for instance, does not spend all his time under the unremitting scrutiny

of his coach. Most of his time is spent at practice whale he is usually

sn't count,"

and the runner learns a great deal from his &in informal experimentation
,

during practice-sessions. To have ft any,other wiy would create needless\

\pressure and breed self-consciousness. Yet in the teaching of writing

this is what is so often done.

It may seem in all 'this that we have been guilty of forgetting
P

our audience, that unwritten but implied at the end.of each paragraph

'
the accusation-- "And it's all your fault." Our choice of the word'

problem may have been a poor one since problem suggests tqat there is a .

solution. But few of the concernS expressed above can be solved. What

if the.sfudent has difficulty seledilhg precise language--what writer

doesn't? What if the student has difficulty organizing his information--

what writer looks forward to this wrestling match? What if tfie student

has difficulty meeting the needs of the audience--what writer doesn't
,

struggle to give general meaning to personal insights? No one solves,

these problems once 'and for all; they are only momentarily subdued in

the process-of writing each single composition.

15
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Writing is difficult. This bland assertion isnalikel: to be

quoted by Eric.Severeid in the near future, but it's surprising how

frequently thi,s is forgotten. Too often the writing teacher, both high

school and college, is viewed.as an academic exorcist whose function is ,

essentially subtractive. 'He eliminates the error-producing potential of
4

the studeA' so that, properly exorcised and lobotomized, the student can

write with "no problems." -The sterile debate over who is failing to

teach the student to write is evidence of this wrong-headed view. There

is no qiiick fix that can do the trick either at the high school or the

college level. The best we can h for
\

is the mutualrecognition of

serious problems, and the.rejection.of formulas arid dry run exerases I

,that seem to'offer a short-cut:

16
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